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(Botfi Lee anfcusterwere fefedtef. rub were tfie consequences of [ei.::
so fifferent?

Both General Lee and custer had been defeated. Therefore, it could be ars_.-
that both men could be considered as failures.

The scale of defeat for Lee was far grearer. He commanded entire arr .
whereas custer had only a mere regiment at his disposal. Lee's campa-i-
covered a larger geographical area and spanned a longer time frame - : - -
years from 1862 to 7865.

custer had lost a battle and his life. Lee had lost the entire war and thous. *
of lives.

Yet most military historians considered Lee the greater general. custe: ,-
considered to be a rash and arrogant leader. \7asn'r it ironical that the qe .-.:*-
who suffered the more devastating defeat should be held in higher rega:.

If both men suffered defeat, why treat one person so generously and t &I

ffi'".#;::,?,.'#i::TrJH?:#ff :r#
Gettysburg and vicksburg. Instead, Lee fought doggedly for another rwo
before he was outmanoeuvred and forced to surrender at Appomattor

Lee inspired his officers and men to fight tenaciously despite being outnu:: :
by two to three and sometimes by three to one. The achievement for L.:
that he managed to fight on for so long despite increasingly overwhelmin:

After his monumental defeat, the North treated him with respecr a..-
South regarded him with reverence.

custer had blundered, largely by his own speeches. In his eagerness :-
redemption for himself he led his cavalry troops to annihiration at his fin.. ,
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